Toyota fj cruiser trailer wiring

Ad vertisements. In this article, you will find fuse box diagrams of Toyota FJ Cruiser , , , , , , , ,
and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the
assignment of each fuse fuse layout and relay. The fuse box is located on the left side of the
instrument panel, behind the cover to the left of the steering wheel. Body ECU. The fuse boxes
are located in the engine compartment left-side. How to check the fuses? How to replace a
blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents. Passenger
Compartment Fuse Box. Fuse Box in the Engine Compartment. Learn more: How to check the
fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Turn
signal lights, air conditioning system, charging system, clutch start cancel switch, anti-lock
brake system, traction control system, active traction control system, vehicle stability control
system, "AUTO LSD" system, back-up lights, intuitive parking assist, rear differential lock
system, power outlet, accessory meter, meter and gauge. Tail lights, license plate lights,
parking lights, instrument panel light control, illuminations. Shift lock system, outside rear view
mirrors, audio system, power outlet, clock, accessory meter, multiplex communication system.
Right-hand headlight low beam vehicles with daytime running light , right-hand headlight
vehicles without daytime running light. Left-hand headlight low beam vehicles with daytime
running light , left-hand headlight vehicles without daytime running light. Interior light, luggage
compartment light, clock, accessory meter, meter and gauge. Air conditioning system, multiplex
communication system, SRS airbag system, front passenger occupant classification system.
This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. It is also found on full-size
cars, crossover SUVs, minivans and mid-size trucks. That is because the class 3 packs the
punch of a heavyweight hitch while still staying light on its feet. This CURT class 3 hitch offers a
gross trailer weight capacity of 5, lbs. It is designed to be a custom-fit trailer hitch for certain
years of the Toyota FJ Cruiser to verify your vehicle compatibility, see the CURT application
guide at curtmfg. It features a round tube frame and comes with all necessary hardware for a
complete installation. The 2" x 2" receiver tube opening of this class 3 hitch is able to accept a
hitch-mounted accessory, such as a bike rack or cargo carrier, or a ball mount to tow most
standard size trailers, including utility trailers, single-horse livestock trailers, boat trailers and
large campers. One special feature about the class 3 that is not found in classes 1 or 2 is its
compatibility with a weight distribution hitch. When used in combination with a WD hitch, this
class 3's gross trailer weight capacity increases to 6, lbs. NOTE; Never exceed the lowest
weight capacity of any towing component. CURT class 3 trailer hitches are engineered to be
strong and capable, having a quality steel frame and a solid finish. They are put through
strenuous testing before being deemed ready for market and come with two coatings -- a liquid
Bonderite coating and a powder coat in high-gloss black -- that cure together to form a strong
resistance against rust, scratching, UV damage and other wear. Our hitches are our pride, and
as such, we back them up with a limited lifetime warranty and a one-year finish warranty. A
CURT custom vehicle-to-trailer wiring harness also called a T-connector is a simple,
plug-and-play electrical device that eliminates the need for cutting, splicing and soldering when
installing vehicle-to-trailer wiring. Most vehicles do not come ready to tow. Unless your vehicle
has a towing package, it is probably not equipped with a trailer wiring connector. This is where
CURT's custom vehicle-to-trailer wiring harnesses come into play. Custom wiring harnesses
plug into your vehicle's electrical system using original equipment OEM connectors. Our
custom wiring harnesses use two or more OEM connectors to plug in at the taillight assembly
and provide a standard trailer socket to allow a trailer to be plugged into your vehicle's power
system. This harness provides a 4-way flat connector socket and comes with a circuit-protected
converter. CURT custom vehicle-to-trailer wiring harnesses are long-lasting and quick to install.
They come with dust covers to keep your connector clean when not in use and feature a
one-year limited warranty to give you peace of mind. If you own more than one trailer, you know
what a hassle it can be switching back and forth between ball mounts and keeping track of
which ball mount fits which coupler. CURT has made things simpler with the multi-tow ball
mount. These ball mounts feature two or three trailer balls mounted onto a straight shank to
accommodate various coupler sizes and loads. The 2" ball can handle up to 5, lbs. This
multipurpose ball mount also features a hollow shank to accept an anti-rattle kit. All of our
multi-use ball mounts come with a gloss black powder coat finish and a 2" x 2" shank. CURT
multi-tow ball mounts are an obvious choice for anyone who tows more than one trailer on a
regular basis. The multiple-ball design allows for quick changes between ball sizes without
needing to install or own an entirely different ball mount. Because the balls are permanently
welded to the shank, these ball mounts are also very secure, eliminating the possibility of a ball
coming loose and deterring any potential theft. We accept returns on items for a period of 30
days from the date of purchase. All product and packaging must be in new and unused

resalable condition. Shipping is non-refundable. Electronic items are not returnable. To initiate a
return, please contact us for an RMA number. RMA's can take up to 2 business days to
generate. Returns without an RMA number will not be accepted. If your item s were lost or
damaged during shipping, after 30 Days for Domestic Shipments and 45 Days for International
shipments Insurance regulations , we will file a claim for a full refund a signed statement from
the buyer is required. Items will be shipped same day or by next business day unless otherwise
noted , depending on the time of day the sale closes. Depending on the item s you purchase
and the location to which the items will be delivered, different shipping methods are available.
At checkout, you will be prompted to choose a shipping method. Shipping costs are based on
the shipping method that you choose. Your total shipping charges will automatically compute
during checkout prior to the completion of your order. Our goal is to provide unique top quality
automotive products to consumers and business alike. We carry everything from hi-tech G2
Brake Caliper Paint to durable Chrome Wheelskins, not to mention literally thousands of
hubcaps Many of our products are right here for auction on eBay, for purchase in our ebay
store or available from our company website. If this auction is not what you are looking for
please feel free to email us with your questions through eBay's Messaging System. If you have
any questions concerning this item, or any of the other high quality automotive parts and
accessories we offer here on eBay please feel free to contact us through eBay's Messaging
System. This e-mail is constantly monitored so you can be sure your questions will be
answered promptly and courteously. If you would rather speak to someone in person over the
telephone we will be happy to field questions concerning this item, or any of the other high
quality automotive parts and accessories we offer here on eBay. Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast
shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. List price:. What does this price mean? You save:. Sign in to check out Check out as
guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. May not
ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item
location:. Mundelein, Illinois, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until
you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Free 48 State Shipping on Most Products. Custom
Vehicle-to-Trailer Wiring Harness - A CURT custom vehicle-to-trailer wiring harness also called
a T-connector is a simple, plug-and-play electrical device that eliminates the need for cutting,
splicing and soldering when installing vehicle-to-trailer wiring. Multi-Ball Mount - If you own
more than one trailer, you know what a hassle it can be switching back and forth between ball
mounts and keeping track of which ball mount fits which coupler. All sales are final for
International orders. Please let us know if you have any questions! Overdrive has been in the
automotive parts industry for over 15 years. All Rights Reserved. Shipping and handling. The
seller has not specified a shipping
pontiac repair manual
kubota kx121 3 parts diagram
how to change a fuel filter

method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request shipping to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 27 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods.
Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available
Photos not available for this variation. CURT Manufacturing. Click Here.

